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(54) METHOD AND USER EQUIPMENT FOR ADJUSTING TIME OFFSET

(57) A method for adjusting Time Advance (TA) is
disclosed, and is applicable to a system having multiple
serving cells. The method includes: measuring arrival
time of a downlink signal of a cell, and obtaining downlink
delay information of the measured cell according to the

arrival time of the downlink signal; and adjusting TA of
uplink sent data according to the downlink delay infor-
mation. Because the UE measures the downlink delay
information, the signal detection performance is im-
proved, and the interference to other surrounding UEs is
reduced.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 200910006604.6, filed with the Chinese
Patent Office on January 24, 2009 and entitled "METHOD FOR ADJUSTING TIME ADVANCE AND USER EQUIPMENT",
which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to the field of computer and communications technologies, and in particular, to
a method for adjusting Time Advance (TA) and a User Equipment (UE).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In a radio communication system, the Coordinated Multi-Point transmission (CoMP) technology is important
means for improving overall performance of a cell and performance of a UE at the edge of the cell. Network nodes in a
CoMP system include: an evolved NodeB (eNodeB) and one or more Access Points (APs). Multiple APs are scattered
geographically and connected to one or more eNodeBs. Multiple APs may coordinate to transmit or receive data, and
the coordinating APs may belong to the same eNodeB or different eNodeBs.
[0004] The relation between an AP and a conventional cell is: One cell includes one or more APs, namely, one or
more APs serve the same UE.
[0005] Generally, a UE is served by one or more cells, which are called "serving cells". When multiple cells coordinate
to serve a UE, the UE selects a cell as an anchor cell. On the eNodeB, each cell has a receiving window, which is called
an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) receiving window. The OFDM receiving window includes a Cycle
Prefix (CP) part and a data part, which correspond to the CP part and the data part of a sent signal respectively. The
OFDM receiving window is used to receive a signal sent by the UE, and the OFDM receiving windows of all cells have
the same windowing time. The UE selects one of the serving cells as a synchronization cell. Therefore, when an uplink
signal sent by the UE arrives at the eNodeB, the start position of the received signal is synchronous with the windowing
time.
[0006] In the uplink direction, the UE performs uplink synchronization with only one of the serving cells of the UE (TA_
AP), but multiple cells serve the UE. The uplink signal of the UE arrives at the serving cell before, during or after the CP
of the OFDM window of the serving cell. As shown in FIG 1A and FIG 1B, UE2 is served by AP2 only; and UE2 is
synchronous with AP2. Therefore, when a signal S2 of UE2 arrives at AP2, the arrival time falls within the CP of the
OFDM window of AP2. UE1 is served by both AP1 and AP2 simultaneously, and is synchronous with AP1 only. Because
the distance between AP2 and UE1 is greater than the distance between AP1 and UE1, the time of signal S1 of UE1
arriving at AP2 may fall behind the CP of the OFDM window of AP2. UE3 is served by both AP2 and AP3 simultaneously,
and is synchronous with AP3 only. Because the distance between AP2 and UE3 is smaller than the distance between
AP3 and UE3, the time of signal S3 of UE3 arriving at AP2 may fall ahead of the CP of the OFDM window of AP2.
[0007] Generally, the system can tolerate a certain amount of time spread without impairing performance requirements.
When the uplink signal falls within the CP of the OFDM receiving window of the serving cell, the time spread in the CP
may be eliminated through simple processing of a receiver. When the uplink signal falls outside the CP of the OFDM
receiving window of the AP corresponding to the serving cell, namely, falls ahead of or behind the CP of the OFDM
receiving window, great inter-symbol crosstalk and inter-subcarrier interference will occur and the performance will
deteriorate.
[0008] In the prior art, a current non-serving cell measures uplink signals received by a serving cell on a Physical
Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH)/Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH)/Sounding Reference Signal (SRS)/Random
Access Channel (RACH), and calculates the delay between the UE and the serving cell. The eNodeB selects the serving
cell and adjusts the TA according to the calculated delay. Therefore, the UE can adjust the time of sending the uplink
signal according to the TA adjustment signaling, so that the uplink signal sent by the UE can fall within the CP of the
OFDM receiving window of the serving cell.
[0009] In the process of implementing the present invention, the inventors find at least the following problems in the
prior art:
[0010] If at the time measuring an uplink signal of another serving cell, the non-serving cell sends data on this time-
frequency resource too, the uplink signals of different cells collide; because the Reference Signal (RS) of one cell is not
orthogonal to the RS of another cell, the detection performance is low when the non-serving cell detects the uplink signal
at the time of collision. Consequently, the measurement result of the non-serving cell is inaccurate, so that the eNodeB
cannot adjust the TA accurately, and the uplink signal sent by the UE cannot arrive at the time which falls within the CP
of the OFDM receiving window of the serving cell.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] The embodiments of the present invention provide a method for adjusting TA and a UE so that an uplink signal
sent by a UE can arrive at the time which falls within a CP of an OFDM receiving window of a serving cell and that the
performance of signal detection is improved. The technical solution is as follows:
[0012] An embodiment of the present invention provides a method for adjusting TA, applicable to a system having
multiple serving cells, where the method includes:

measuring arrival time of a downlink signal of a cell to obtain downlink delay information; and
adjusting TA of uplink sent data according to the downlink delay information.

[0013] An embodiment of the present invention provides a UE, where the UE includes:

a measuring module, configured to measure arrival time of a downlink signal of a cell to obtain downlink delay
information; and
an adjusting module, configured to adjust TA of uplink sent data according to the downlink delay information.

[0014] In the embodiments of the present invention, the UE measures the downlink delay information of the cell, and
the TA of the uplink data is adjusted according to the downlink delay information measured by the UE. Because the
result of the measurement performed by the UE is accurate, the TA can be adjusted accurately, so that the uplink signal
can arrive at the time which falls within the CP of the OFDM receiving window of the serving cell, the performance of
signal detection is improved, and the interference to other surrounding UEs is reduced.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] FIG 1A a schematic diagram of a CoMP system in the prior art;
[0016] FIG 1B a schematic diagram of a location where an uplink signal falls in a cell in the prior art;
[0017] FIG 2 is a flowchart of a method for adjusting TA according to an embodiment of the present invention;
[0018] FIG 3 is a flowchart of another method for adjusting TA according to an embodiment of the present invention;
[0019] FIG 4 is a flowchart of another method for adjusting TA according to an embodiment of the present invention; and
[0020] FIG 5 a schematic structural diagram of a UE according to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0021] To make objectives, the technical solution, and merits of the present invention clearer, the following describes
the embodiments of the present invention in more detail with reference to accompanying drawings.
[0022] For ease of description, the following embodiments of the present invention assume that one cell includes only
one AP. Evidently, when one cell includes multiple APs, each AP is equivalent to a CoMP cell, and the embodiments of
the present invention are also applicable.

Embodiment 1

[0023] As shown in FIG 2, an embodiment of the present invention provides a method for adjusting TA, which includes
the following steps:
[0024] Step 101: Measure downlink delay to obtain downlink delay information.
[0025] Step 102: Adjust TA of uplink sent data according to the downlink delay information.
[0026] In this embodiment, a UE measures downlink delay information of a serving cell and a neighboring cell of the
serving cell, and reports the downlink delay information to an eNodeB. The eNodeB adjusts TA of the uplink sent data
according to the downlink delay information. Because the result of the measurement performed by the UE is accurate,
the eNodeB can adjust the TA accurately, and the uplink signal can arrive at the time which falls within the CP of the
OFDM receiving window of the serving cell; furthermore, the performance of signal detection is improved, and the
interference to other surrounding UEs is reduced.

Embodiment 2

[0027] As shown in FIG 3, an embodiment of the present invention provides a method for adjusting delay of downlink
data, which includes the following steps:
[0028] Step 201: A UE measures arrival time of a signal of a measured cell to obtain downlink delay information.
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[0029] Specifically, two different measurement modes are applicable. For the different measurement modes, the
eNodeB may configure the UE by using dedicated signaling and/or a system message; or the UE may be configured
without the eNodeB, and employs the default configuration. The configuration content includes measurement triggering
modes and/or measurement parameters. The detailed measurement modes are as follows:
[0030] Mode 1: The UE measures arrival time of a signal of a measured cell periodically, and the measurement
parameters include a measurement period.
[0031] In this mode, the UE measures the arrival time of the signal periodically according to the measurement period.
The measurement period is obtained according to the measurement period of the signal quality such as RS Received
Power (RSRP), RS Received Quality (RSRQ) and Path Loss (PL), and may be the same as the measurement period
of the signal quality, or longer than or shorter than the measurement period of RSRP/RSRQ/PL. For example, the
measurement period is integer times of or shorter than the measurement period of RSRP/RSRQ/PL. Therefore, the
eNodeB may configure the length of the measurement period as required. The default case is that the measurement
period is the same as the measurement period of RSRP/RSRQ/PL.
[0032] Mode 2: The eNodeB triggers the UE to measure arrival time of a signal of the measured cell, and the meas-
urement parameters include a measurement period.
[0033] By analyzing information such as the current signal receiving quality of the UE, and whether the UE enables
or disables the CoMP mode, the eNodeB determines whether to activate or deactivate the UE to measure the arrival
time of the signal of the measured cell. For example, when discovering that the UE enables the CoMP mode and the
quality of the uplink signal received from the UE is low, the eNodeB may activate the UE to measure the arrival time of
the signal of the measured cell. Until discovering that the quality of the uplink signal received from the UE is high, the
eNodeB deactivates the UE in measuring the arrival time of the signal of the measured cell. In another example, delay
measurement is started before the CoMP mode is enabled, and the eNodeB deactivates the UE in measuring the arrival
time of the signal of the measured cell when the UE disables the CoMP mode. In the period between activation and
deactivation of the UE, the UE measures the arrival time of the signal of the measured cell periodically. The configuration
of the measurement period is the same as that in mode 1.
[0034] Furthermore, as shown in Table 1, the eNodeB may add an information element such as Timedelay MeasConfig
into the dedicated signaling and/or the system message, for example, into Measurement Configuration of a Radio
Resource Control (RRC) connection reconfiguration message. The Timedelay MeasConfig is used to activate and
deactivate delay measurement.

[0035] In this embodiment of the present invention, each measurement period may further include one or more meas-
urement intervals. The UE obtains a measured value of arrival time of a signal of the measured cell on the physical layer
in every measurement interval, and filters all measured values through linear average or weighted average, and the
filtered measured value is used as the measured value of the measurement period. Besides, the UE may apply no
measurement interval, that is, measures one point only in each measurement period, and obtains the measured value,
which is output directly without being filtered. The measurement interval is obtained according to the measurement
interval of the signal quality, and may be to the same as the measurement interval of the signal quality, or longer than
the measurement interval of RSRP/RSRQ/PL. For example, the measurement interval is integer times of or shorter than
the measurement interval of RSRP/RSRQ/PL. Therefore, the eNodeB may configure the length of the measurement
interval as required. The default case is that the measurement interval is the same as the measurement interval of RSRP/
RSRQ/PL. When the measurement interval is different from the measurement interval of the signal quality, the UE needs
to be notified through the dedicated signaling and/or the system message.
[0036] In this embodiment of the present invention, the measured objects of the delay measurement performed by
the UE (namely, measured cells) break down into two types: The first type is the cell selected by the UE for measuring
delay, which may be the same as the measured object of the signal quality, for example, a serving cell and a neighboring
cell which may be probed on a frequency point of a measured object but is not forbidden to be measured; and the other
type is the cell in the set of candidate serving cells (activated set). The set of candidate serving cells is a candidate set
of serving cells, and the cells in this set satisfy the requirements of signal quality of a serving cell or the requirements

Table 1

Measurementconfiguration field descriptions

......

TimedelayMeasConfig
Used to control activation/deactivation of time delay measurement

......
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of signal quality and delay of a serving cell. The cells in the set of candidate serving cells may be configured by the
eNodeB receiving the measurement results of signal quality, or both signal quality and delay, which are reported by the
UE; or, be configured and maintained by the UE according to the measurement results of signal quality, or both signal
quality and delay. The information about the measured cell needs to be configured by the eNodeB through the dedicated
signaling and/or the system messages. 1 bit may be used to indicate that the measured object of downlink delay is the
same as the measured obj ect of signal quality or is a cell in the set of candidate serving cells.
[0037] In this embodiment of the present invention, the UE selects the measured cell, and measures the arrival time
of the signal of the measured cell to obtain downlink delay information in the following scenarios:
[0038] (1) Downlink delay between the measured cell and the UE
[0039] The downlink delay is an absolute delay value, and is a difference between the time of sending a downlink
signal from the measured cell and the time of the downlink signal arriving at the UE. For example, the UE measures the
arrival time of the downlink data first, and then calculates the transmission time of the downlink data lasting from the
sending and the arrival.
[0040] (2) Difference between the downlink delay between the measured cell and the UE, and reference delay
[0041] The reference delay is downlink delay between a reference cell configured by the network side and the UE.
For example, the UE measures the arrival time of downlink data of the measured cell and the delay reference cell
respectively, and then calculates the transmission time of the downlink data lasting from being sent from the measured
cell and the delay reference cell to the arrival respectively. The difference between the two transmission time values is
used as a delay offset between the measured cell and the delay reference cell. If the sending time difference between
the measured cell and the reference cell is known, the UE can obtain the delay offset between the measured cell and
the delay reference cell directly through calculation according to the time difference between the arrival time of the
downlink data of the measured cell and the arrival time of the downlink data of the reference cell and according to the
sending time difference. When the measured cell is synchronous with the reference cell (namely, at this time, the sending
time difference between the measured cell and the reference cell is 0), the UE may obtain the delay offset between the
measured cell and the delay reference cell directly through calculation according to the time difference between the
arrival time of the downlink data of the measured cell and the arrival time of the downlink data of the reference cell. The
reference cell is configured by the eNodeB, and may be a cell closest to the UE, namely, a cell with the shortest path;
or may be a synchronous cell or an anchor cell. The foregoing reference cell may be selected by the eNodeB flexibly
according to different conditions.
[0042] Step 202: The UE reports the downlink delay information to the eNodeB.
[0043] Two different reporting modes are applicable. For the foregoing different reporting modes, the eNodeB may
configure the UE by using the dedicated signaling and/or the system message; or the UE may be configured without
the eNodeB, and uses the default configuration. The configuration content includes reporting triggering modes and/or
reporting parameters. The detailed reporting modes are as follows:
[0044] Mode 1: The UE reports downlink delay information periodically, and the reporting parameters include: the
reporting period of reporting the downlink delay information by the UE, and the cell number allowed to be reported.
[0045] The UE reports the downlink delay information obtained in step 201 to the eNodeB according to the configured
reporting period. The number of report cells does not exceed the maximum cell number allowed by the eNodeB to be
reported. When the number of measured cells exceeds the allowed number of report cells, the eNodeB needs to stipulate
a reporting policy. For example, the cells are arranged in an ascending order of the delay offset between the cell and
the reference cell, and measured results of cells of the allowed number of report cells which have a small delay offset
to the reference cell are reported.
[0046] Mode 2: Measurement reporting event information is configured, and the downlink delay information is reported
to the eNodeB according to the event information.
[0047] The reporting event information includes: a preset event, an identifier (ID) corresponding to the event, and an
offset value corresponding to the event. When the measured result of the UE satisfies or triggers a measurement reporting
event, the ID of the corresponding reporting event and the downlink delay information are reported.
[0048] The reported events break down into the following four types:
[0049] First reporting event C1: The difference between the delay of the measured cell and the delay of the synchro-
nization cell exceeds the offset value.
[0050] That is, if the delay of the measured cell is T1, the delay of the synchronization cell is T2, and the offset value
is offset 1, the first reporting event C1 needs to satisfy: T1 - T2 > offset 1.
[0051] The offset value may be a time length corresponding to the CP, or a time length determined by the eNodeB
according to the TA adjustment algorithm and the CP length.
[0052] This event indicates that the uplink signal sent by the UE and received by the cell in the set of candidate serving
cells will arrive at the time which falls behind the CP of the OFDM receiving window of the synchronization cell or CoMP
cell, and the cell will be unable to serve the UE together with other cells without adjusting the TA.
[0053] Second reporting event C2: The difference between the delay of the measured cell and the delay of the syn-
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chronization cell is smaller than the offset value.
[0054] That is, if the delay of the measured cell is T1, the delay of the synchronization cell is T2, and the offset value
is offset 2, the second reporting event C2 needs to satisfy: T2 - T1 > offset 2.
[0055] This event indicates that the uplink signal sent by the UE and received by the cell in the set of candidate serving
cells will arrive at the time which falls ahead of the CP of the OFDM receiving window of the synchronization cell or
CoMP cell, and the cell will be unable to serve the UE together with other cells without adjusting the TA.
[0056] Third reporting event C3: The difference between the delay of the measured cell and the delay of the configured
shortest-path cell is smaller than the offset value.
[0057] That is, if the delay of the measured cell is T1, the delay of the shortest-path cell is T3, and the offset value is
offset 3, the third reporting event C3 needs to satisfy: T3 - T1 > offset 3.
[0058] This event indicates that the cell closest to the UE changes with motion of the UE. According to the reporting
event, the eNodeB selects a new cell of the shortest receiving path (namely, a cell whose downlink delay is less than a
corresponding delay of forgoing shortest-path by one of the offset value) as a synchronization cell, and adjusts the TA
of this UE.
[0059] In the third reporting event, the judgment about the signal quality of the measured cell may be added. When
the delay satisfies the requirement of the third reporting event, the delay information of this cell is reported to the network
side only if the signal quality of the measured cell satisfies some requirements. For example, when the delay of the
measured cell satisfies the third reporting event C3, the delay information of the cell is reported to the network side only
if the signal quality of the cell satisfies an absolute threshold or the signal quality of the cell is higher than the quality of
the current shortest-path cell by one offset value, so as to ensure that the signal quality of the cell satisfies the requirements.
[0060] Fourth reporting event C4: The difference between the delay of the anchor cell and the delay of the shortest-
path cell exceeds the offset value.
[0061] This event indicates that the anchor cell is far away from the UE, but the signal quality of the anchor cell is still
high due to transmission power of cells and situation of geographical obstruction. If this cell continues to serve as an
anchor cell, other neighboring cells close to the UE suffer strong uplink interference of this UE. According to this reporting
event, the eNodeB may change the anchor cell and other serving cells, and use the cell close to the UE to serve the UE
so as to reduce uplink interference to other cells.
[0062] Unlike the previous three reporting events, this reporting event C4 reports only occurrence of exception. In this
case, the delay information of two cells may be reported, namely, the delay information of the anchor cell and the shortest-
path cell. That is, both delay information of the shortest-path cell and the anchor cell configured by the eNodeB need to
be reported. When a delay difference is to be reported, the difference value between the delay of the anchor cell and
delay of the shortest-path cell is reported only.
[0063] For a triggering mode of event reporting, parameters relevant to the event reporting need to be configured by
the eNodeB. The parameters include one or more of the following:

Eventld, Cx-Threshold: event ID of the measurement event and relevant offset value (threshold);
Synchronization cell ID;
Anchor cell ID;
Shortest-path cell ID;
TA_CellTimedelay: synchronization cell delay;
FirstArrivingPathTimedelay: delay of the shortest receiving path, indicating whether the reference cell is unique,
and, if the reference cell is unique, configuring which cell as the reference cell (synchronization cell, shortest delay
cell, or anchor cell);
ReportQuantity: delay reporting quality, indicating that the delay measurement result of the cell reported by the UE
may be an absolute delay value or a delay difference value obtained from comparison with the corresponding
reference delay;
AdditionalReportQuantity: indicating that the UE may choose to additionally report signal quality of the cell while
reporting delay information of the cell, where the reported signal quality may be RSRP, RSRQ, or PL, or any
combination thereof; and
AdditionalReportCells: indicating that the information reported by the UE may carry information about the cells (set
of cells) , so as to help the eNodeB make a decision.

[0064] When the downlink delay information is reported, the UE may carry and report the signal quality of the cell that
satisfies the delay reporting requirement, and/or signal quality and/or delay information of other relevant cells. For
example, for the reporting events C1 and C2, when the information of the cells satisfying the conditions is reported, the
relevant measurement results of other cells in the set of candidate serving cells may be chosen to be reported additionally;
for the reporting event C3, the signal quality of the shortest-path cell configured by the eNodeB may be reported addi-
tionally.
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[0065] The reported delay information may be in the following several forms:

(1) an absolute delay value between the UE and the cell; or
(2) a relative delay value according to the UE and the reference cell.

[0066] The reference cell for calculating the relative delay value may be unique. For example, in the periodical reporting,
the reference cell may be a synchronization cell, anchor cell, or shortest-path cell; and the eNodeB may configure
different reference cells for calculating the delay according to different events.
[0067] If the delay information is reported by means of event reporting, the reference cell may differ. For example, for
the first reporting event C1 and the second reporting event C2, the eNodeB may configure the reference cell as the
synchronization cell; for the third reporting event C3 and the fourth reporting event C4, the eNodeB may configure the
reference cell as the shortest delay cell.
[0068] When the relative delay value is reported, if a unique reference cell is applied, the delay of the measured cell
may be greater than or less than the delay of the reference cell. In this case, one bit is used to distinguish the relative
delay. For example, the bit value "1" indicates that the reported result is greater than the delay of the reference cell, and
the bit value "0" indicates that the reported result is less than the delay of the reference cell. If different reference cells
are used to calculate the delay value, for example, as described above, different reference cells for calculating delay
are configured according to different events, whether the delay value is a positive or negative value may not be distin-
guished, and the eNodeB may define the meaning of the value according to the relevant reported event. For example,
the delay information reported by the C1 event is an absolute value by which the delay of the cell is greater than the
delay of the synchronization cell; and the value reported by the C2 event is an absolute value by which the delay of the
report cell is less than the delay of the synchronization cell.
[0069] Furthermore, in step 201, if the measured cell selected by the UE is a cell in the set of candidate serving cells,
only C1 and C2 are reported; if the measured cell selected by the UE is the same as the measured object of signal
quality, C1 to C4 may be reported, which increases actions and judgment to be made by the UE. C1 and C2 are critical
to performance of the UE.
[0070] If measurement and reporting of delay are configured before the CoMP mode is enabled, as regards events
C1 and C2, it is deemed that the current unique serving cell is the synchronization cell; as regards events C3 and C4,
the anchor cell and the shortest-path cell are the current unique serving cell.
[0071] As regards the update signal quality measurement event of the set of candidate serving cells, once the signal
quality of a neighboring cell satisfies a certain condition, the cell is triggered to join or quit reporting of the signal quality
measurement result. For example, when the signal quality of a cell is higher than the weighted average of the signal
quality of cells in the set of candidate serving cells by one threshold, the UE reports that the cell can join the set; when
the signal quality of a cell is lower than the weighted average of the signal quality of cells in the set of candidate serving
cells by one threshold, the UE reports that the cell can quit the set.
[0072] In the update event of the set of candidate serving cells, the threshold and the offset value are delay-related
parameters. Condition 1, condition 2, a threshold corresponding to condition 1, and a threshold corresponding to condition
2 are pre-configured in the measurement event. Condition 1 is: The difference between the delay of the cell and the
delay of the synchronization cell is less than a set offset value, for example, the offset value is CP and greater than 0.
Condition 2 is: The difference between the delay of the cell and the delay of the synchronization cell is greater than a
set offset value, for example, the offset value is CP or less than 0. The threshold corresponding to condition 1 may be
a low threshold, and the threshold corresponding to condition 2 may be a high threshold. In the case of joining the
reporting of the signal quality measurement result, if condition 1 is satisfied, the threshold corresponding to condition 1
is selected, for example, the threshold is decreased; otherwise, that is, if condition 2 is satisfied, the threshold corre-
sponding to condition 2 is selected, for example, the threshold is increased. In the case of quitting the reporting of the
signal quality measurement result, if condition 1 is satisfied, the threshold corresponding to condition 1 is selected, for
example, the threshold is decreased; otherwise, that is, if condition 2 is satisfied, the threshold corresponding to condition
2 is selected, for example, the threshold is increased. For example, the eNodeB configures two values (threshold_high,
threshold_low) for the threshold in the event of joining the set of candidate serving cells. If the difference between the
delay of the measured cell and the delay of the synchronization cell is less than the set offset value, threshold_high is
applied; if the difference between the delay of the measured cell and the delay of the synchronization cell is not less
than the set offset value, threshold_low is applied. The method for quitting the set of candidate serving cells is the same
as the foregoing. That is to say, delay may be used to determine the relevant thresholds of the event of updating the
set of candidate cells. For example, if the difference between the delay of the measured cell and the delay of the
synchronization cell is less than the set offset and greater than 0, it is easier for the measured cell satisfying the delay
condition to join the set of candidate serving cells; if this cell already joins the set of candidate serving cells, it is more
difficult for the cell to quit the set of candidate serving cells. Similarly, if the difference between the delay of the measured
cell and the delay of the synchronization cell is greater than the set offset or less than 0, it is easier for the measured
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cell satisfying the delay condition to quit the set of candidate serving cells; definitely, if this cell does not join the set of
candidate serving cells, it is more difficult for the cell to join the set of candidate serving cells.
[0073] It can be seen accordingly that, the foregoing threshold is only an exemplary value set according to the principles.
In practice, the threshold may be set as other values as required. For example, in the case of joining the set of candidate
serving cells, the threshold corresponding to condition 1 may be set as a high threshold, and the threshold corresponding
to condition 2 may be set as a low threshold. The case of quitting the set of candidate serving cells is also similar, and
is not repeated.
[0074] The foregoing threshold and/or the set offset value may be configured by the eNodeB by using the dedicated
signaling and/or the system messages.
[0075] Step 203: The eNodeB selects the serving cell and the TA according to the received downlink delay information.
[0076] The TA is an amount of adjusted time.
[0077] In this embodiment of the present invention, it is assumed that a cell includes one AP. If a cell includes multiple
APs, each AP is regarded as a CoMP cell, and the present invention can be still implemented. In another scenario,
because the coverage of one cell is limited and the difference between delay of multiple APs should be very small, if
the UE measures the delay of multiple APs under one cell respectively and performs filtering (averaging) on the meas-
urement results on the multiple APs, the UE can obtain and report delay information of the cell. The AP is invisible to
the UE, and the operation mode of the AP is still the same as that in the scenario that one cell includes one AP.
[0078] In this embodiment of the present invention, the UE measures the downlink delay of the cell, and sends the
measured downlink delay information to the eNodeB; and the eNodeB calculates TA according to the downlink delay
information measured by the UE, and sends the calculated TA to the UE so that the UE can adjust the TA of the uplink
sent data. Because the result of the measurement performed by the UE is accurate, the TA can be adjusted accurately,
the uplink signal can arrive at the time which falls within the CP of the OFDM receiving window of the serving cell, the
performance of signal detection is improved, and the interference to other surrounding UEs is reduced.

Embodiment 3

[0079] As shown in FIG 4, the embodiment of the present invention provides a method for adjusting delay of downlink
data, which includes the following steps:
[0080] Step 301: A UE measures arrival time of a signal of a measured cell to obtain downlink delay information.
[0081] The specific content is the same as that in step 201, and is not repeated herein.
[0082] Step 302: The UE calculates TA according to the downlink delay information.
[0083] The UE may trigger the UE to adjust the TA according to a triggering TA adjustment event configured by an
eNodeB.
[0084] The eNodeB configures the triggering TA adjustment event, relevant parameters, and UE measurement delay
information for the UE. When the measurement result of the UE satisfies the condition stipulated by the triggering TA
adjustment event, the event triggers the UE to adjust the TA automatically. The triggering TA adjustment events break
down into the following two types:
[0085] First triggering TA adjustment event: If the difference between the delay of a neighboring cell and the delay of
a cell of the shortest receiving path is less than an offset value, the UE may adjust the TA according to the delay of the
cell of the shortest receiving path; and
[0086] Second triggering TA adjustment event: If the difference between the delay of an anchor cell and the delay of
the cell of the shortest receiving path is greater than the offset value, the UE may adjust the TA according to the delay
of the cell having the highest signal quality (for example, anchor cell) or the delay of the shortest receiving path.
[0087] In this embodiment, the eNodeB needs to configure the cell of the shortest receiving path initially. Afterward,
the UE may update and maintain the cell of the shortest receiving path, or the eNodeB may notify the UE of updating
the cell of the shortest receiving path.
[0088] The UE may calculate the TA according to the downlink delay information in the following way: The eNodeB
configures an initial TA value for the UE and a cell based on which the initial TA value is obtained; according to the
triggering TA adjustment event, the UE obtains a cell on which corresponding adjusting TA is based; the UE calculates
a downlink delay difference (AT) between this cell and the cell which obtains the currently used TA (for example, the
cell on which the initial TA value is based), and adds the ∆T value to the currently used TA to obtain new TA. Definitely,
the TA may be calculated according to the downlink delay information directly in other modes such as by using an
experimental formula.
[0089] The method of the eNodeB using the downlink delay information of the measured cell reported by UE to calculate
the TA in embodiment 2 is similar to the calculation method enumerated in this embodiment, and is not repeated herein.
[0090] Step 303: After calculating TA, the UE may adjust TA of the uplink sent data according to the calculated TA,
namely, adjust the time of sending data according to the calculated TA value.
[0091] Besides, in this embodiment, the UE may report the calculated TA value to the eNodeB, and the eNodeB
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decides whether to make adjustment. The UE reports the ID of the triggered event together with the adjusted TA value
to the eNodeB, the network decides to make adjustment and sends a response or the adjusted TA value to the UE, and
the UE makes the adjustment.
[0092] In this embodiment, the UE measures the downlink delay information of the cell, and calculates the TA according
to the measured downlink delay information so as to adjust the TA of the uplink data. Because the result of the meas-
urement performed by the UE is accurate, the TA can be adjusted accurately, the uplink signal can arrive at the time
which falls within the CP of the OFDM receiving window of the serving cell, the performance of signal detection is
improved, and the interference to other surrounding UEs is reduced.

Embodiment 4

[0093] As shown in FIG 5, the embodiment of the present invention provides a UE, which includes:

a measuring module 401, configured to measure arrival time of a downlink signal of a cell to obtain downlink delay
information; and
an adjusting module 402, configured to adjust TA of uplink sent data according to the downlink delay information.

[0094] In this embodiment, the measuring module 401 may be implemented in two modes.
[0095] As a first implementation mode, the measuring module 401 includes:

a measurement information obtaining unit, configured to obtain measurement information which includes a meas-
urement period; and
a first measuring unit, configured to measure the arrival time of the downlink signal of the cell within the measurement
period.

[0096] The measurement information obtained by the measurement information obtaining unit further includes a delay
measurement activation message and/or a delay measurement deactivation message.
[0097] The measuring module 401 not only includes the measuring unit for implementing the foregoing periodical
measurement mode, but also includes:

an activating unit, configured to notify the measuring unit of measuring the arrival time of the downlink signal of the
cell according to the delay measurement activation message; and
a deactivating unit, configured to notify the measuring unit of stopping measuring the arrival time of the downlink
signal of the cell according to the delay measurement deactivation message.

[0098] In this embodiment of the present invention, the adjusting module 402 is implemented in three different modes.
[0099] As a first implementation mode, the adjusting module 402 includes:

a reporting unit, configured to report the downlink delay information to an eNodeB;
a receiving unit, configured to receive TA calculated according to the downlink delay information and returned by
the eNodeB; and
an adjusting unit, configured to adjust the TA of the uplink sent data according to the calculated TA.

[0100] As an implementation mode, the reporting unit may include:

a first reporting information obtaining subunit, configured to obtain reporting information which includes a reporting
period and an allowed number of report cells; and
a first reporting subunit, configured to report downlink delay information of report cells to the eNodeB within the
reporting period, where the number of the report cells does not exceed the allowed number of report cells.

[0101] As another implementation mode, the reporting unit may also include:

a second reporting information obtaining subunit, configured to obtain reporting information which includes preset
event information; and
a second reporting subunit, configured to report the downlink delay information to the eNodeB according to the
preset event information.

[0102] As a second implementation mode, the adjusting module 402 includes:
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a calculating unit, configured to calculate TA according to the downlink delay information; and
an adjusting unit, configured to adjust the TA of the uplink sent data according to the calculated TA.

[0103] As a third implementation mode, the adjusting module 402 includes:

a calculating unit, configured to calculate TA according to the downlink delay information;
a notifying unit, configured to notify the TA to the eNodeB to make the eNodeB adjust the calculated TA; and
an adjusting unit, configured to adjust the TA of the uplink sent data according to the TA adjusted by the eNodeB.

[0104] In the embodiments of the present invention, the UE measures the downlink delay information of the cell, and
the TA of the uplink data is adjusted according to the downlink delay information measured by the UE. Because the
result of the measurement performed by the UE is accurate, the TA can be adjusted accurately, the uplink signal can
arrive at the time which falls within the CP of the OFDM receiving window of the serving cell, the performance of signal
detection is improved, and the interference to other surrounding UEs is reduced.
[0105] All or part of the content in the technical solution according to the foregoing embodiments may be implemented
through software, and the software is stored in a readable storage medium such as a computer hard disk, floppy disk,
or CD-ROM.
[0106] The above descriptions are merely exemplary embodiments of the present invention, but are not intended to
limit the scope of the present invention. Any modifications, variations or replacement that can be easily derived by those
skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the invention shall fall within the protection scope of the present
invention.

Claims

1. A method for adjusting Time Advance (TA), applicable to a system having multiple serving cells, comprising:

measuring arrival time of a downlink signal of a cell, and obtaining downlink delay information of the measured
cell according to the arrival time of the downlink signal; and
adjusting TA of uplink sent data according to the downlink delay information.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the measuring the arrival time of the downlink signal of the cell comprises:

obtaining measurement information which comprises a measurement period, and measuring the arrival time of
the downlink signal within the measurement period.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein:

the measurement information further comprises a delay measurement activation message and/or a delay meas-
urement deactivation message; and
the measuring the arrival time of the downlink signal of the cell further comprises:
measuring the arrival time of the downlink signal of the cell according to the delay measurement activation
message; and/or
stopping measuring the arrival time of the downlink signal of the cell according to the delay measurement
deactivation message.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the downlink delay information comprises:

downlink delay between the measured cell and a User Equipment (UE), wherein the downlink delay is a difference
between sending time and the arrival time of the downlink signal; or
a difference between the downlink delay between the measured cell and the UE, and reference delay, wherein
the reference delay is downlink delay between a reference cell, configured by a network side, and the UE.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the adjusting the TA of the uplink sent data according to the downlink
delay information comprises:

reporting the downlink delay information to an evolved NodeB (eNodeB); and
receiving TA calculated according to the downlink delay information and returned by the eNodeB, and adjusting
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the TA of the uplink sent data according to the calculated TA.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the reporting the downlink delay information to the eNodeB comprises:

obtaining reporting information which comprises a reporting period and an allowed number of report cells; and
reporting downlink delay information of measured cells to the eNodeB within the reporting period, wherein a
number of measured cells does not exceed the allowed number of the report cells.

7. The method according to claim 5, wherein the reporting the downlink delay information to the eNodeB comprises:

obtaining reporting information which comprises preset event information; and
reporting the downlink delay information to the eNodeB according to the preset event information.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein:

the preset event information comprises: a preset event, an identifier of the preset event, and an offset value
corresponding to the preset event;
the preset event comprises one or any combination of the following:
a difference between downlink delay of the measured cell and downlink delay of a synchronization cell of a UE
is greater than the offset value corresponding to the preset event;
the difference between the downlink delay of the measured cell and the downlink delay of the synchronization
cell of the UE is less than the offset value corresponding to the preset event;
a difference between the downlink delay of the measured cell and downlink delay of a shortest-path cell is less
than the offset value corresponding to the preset event;
when the measured cell is an anchor cell, the difference between downlink delay of the anchor cell and the
downlink delay of the shortest-path cell is greater than the offset value corresponding to the preset event;
signal quality of the measured cell satisfies a threshold, or a difference between the signal quality of the measured
cell and signal quality of the shortest-path cell is greater than the offset value corresponding to the preset event;
and
determining the preset event to be applied according to the identifier of the preset event; when the applied
preset event is satisfied, reporting downlink delay information corresponding to that the applied preset event is
satisfied to the eNodeB.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein the adjusting the TA of the uplink sent data according to the downlink
delay information comprises:

calculating TA according to the downlink delay information, and adjusting the TA of the uplink sent data according
to the calculated TA.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the calculating the TA according to the downlink delay information com-
prises:

if a difference between downlink delay of a measured neighboring cell and downlink delay of a measured cell
of a shortest receiving path is less than a set offset value, calculating the TA according to the downlink delay
of the cell of the shortest receiving path; and/or
if a difference between downlink delay of a measured anchor cell and the downlink delay of the measured cell
of the shortest receiving path is greater than a set offset value, calculating the TA according to delay of a cell
having the highest signal quality or the cell of the shortest receiving path.

11. The method according to claim 1, wherein the adjusting the TA of the uplink sent data according to the downlink
delay information comprises:

calculating TA according to the downlink delay information, and notifying the calculated TA to an evolved NodeB
(eNodeB) to make the eNodeB adjust the calculated TA; and
adjusting the TA of the uplink sent data according to the TA adjusted by the eNodeB.

12. A User Equipment (UE), comprising:
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a measuring module, configured to: measure arrival time of a downlink signal of a cell, and obtain downlink
delay information of the measured cell according to the arrival time of the downlink signal; and
an adjusting module, configured to adjust Time Advance (TA) of uplink sent data according to the downlink
delay information.

13. The UE according to claim 12, wherein the measuring module comprises:

a measurement information obtaining unit, configured to obtain measurement information which comprises a
measurement period; and
a measuring unit, configured to measure arrival time of the signal of the cell within the measurement period.

14. The UE according to claim 13, wherein:

the measurement information obtaining unit, configured to obtain measurement information, wherein the meas-
urement information further comprises a delay measurement activation message and/or a delay measurement
deactivation message;
the measuring module further comprises:
an activating unit, configured to notify the measuring unit of measuring the arrival time of the downlink signal
of the cell according to the delay measurement activation message; and/or
a deactivating unit, configured to notify the measuring unit of stopping measuring the arrival time of the downlink
signal of the cell according to the delay measurement deactivation message.

15. The UE according to claim 13, wherein the adjusting module comprises:

a reporting unit, configured to report the downlink delay information to an evolved NodeB (eNodeB);
a receiving unit, configured to receive TA calculated according to the downlink delay information and returned
by the eNodeB; and
an adjusting unit, configured to adjust the TA of the uplink sent data according to the calculated TA.

16. The UE according to claim 15, wherein the reporting unit comprises:

a first reporting information obtaining subunit, configured to obtain reporting information which comprises a
reporting period and an allowed number of report cells; and
a first reporting subunit, configured to report downlink delay information of measured cells to the eNodeB within
the reporting period, wherein a number of the measured cells does not exceed the allowed number of the report
cells;

or, the reporting unit comprises:

a second reporting information obtaining subunit, configured to obtain reporting information which comprises
preset event information; and
a second reporting subunit, configured to report the downlink delay information to the eNodeB according to the
preset event information.

17. The UE according to claim 12, wherein the adjusting module comprises:

a calculating unit, configured to calculate TA according to the downlink delay information; and
an adjusting unit, configured to adjust the TA of the uplink sent data according to the calculated TA;

or, the adjusting module comprises:

a calculating unit, configured to calculate TA according to the downlink delay information;
a notifying unit, configured to notify the TA to the eNodeB to make the eNodeB adjust the calculated TA; and
an adjusting unit, configured to adjust the TA of the uplink sent data according to the TA adjusted by the eNodeB.

18. A method for adjusting Time Advance (TA), applicable to a system having multiple serving cells, comprising:

receiving downlink delay information of a cell obtained and sent by a User Equipment (UE), wherein the downlink
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delay information of the cell is obtained by the UE according to measured and obtained arrival time of a downlink
signal of the cell; and
calculating TA according to the downlink delay information; and
sending the calculated TA to the UE so that the UE adjusts TA of uplink sent data according to the calculated TA.

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein the downlink delay information comprises:

downlink delay between a measured cell and the UE, wherein the downlink delay is a difference between sending
time and the arrival time of the downlink signal; or
a difference between the downlink delay between the measured cell and the UE, and reference delay, wherein
the reference delay is downlink delay between a reference cell, configured by a network side and the UE.

20. The method according to claim 18, wherein the calculating the TA according to the downlink delay information
comprises:

if a difference between downlink delay of a measured neighboring cell and downlink delay of a measured cell
of the shortest receiving path is less than a set offset value, calculating the TA according to the downlink delay
of the cell of the shortest receiving path; and/or
if a difference between downlink delay of a measured anchor cell and the downlink delay of the measured cell
of the shortest receiving path is greater than a set offset value, calculating the TA according to delay of a cell
having the highest signal quality or the cell of the shortest receiving path.
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